
INT. COFFEE SHOP. NIGHT.

Harsh beans loaded up, locked in place. A coffee machine

whirring frantically, milk frothing. A blur of noise.

Calm. Pure black coffee.

A RED-HEADED WOMAN [RHW] stands at the counter in the coffee

shop, wearing a BLUE POLKA DOT DRESS, her back facing ALEX,

who sits at a table by the window, watching. A WHITE VAN

drives past the window. Alex’s eyes don’t leave the RHW, but

not for lust or action.

Milk is poured into pure black coffee, warm cream colours

swimming in.

The RHW turns around to stare at Alex, yet we do not see her

face, only his state of suspense. Silence, but for a low hum

and her footsteps as she slowly walks over to him, the focus

entirely between the two of them. He braces, tightens

himself in anticipation, using the table for support. She

walks closer, step by step by step by step...

Alex watches as the RHW, restored to the counter, takes her

coffee, pays the barista and sits two tables down from him,

back facing, by the window, nearest to the door. He

scratches his back, the vague outline of a hilt, grip.

The RHW looks around her, over to the tables the her left,

Alex watching on intently, studying her every move. Her head

continues casually around, before briefly locking eyes with

Alex. A moment over in a flash for her, a lifetime for him.

None the less, a moment. She returns to herself, Alex

straining for continuation.

He looks on; a sad, intense, full stare, figuring out the

RHW’s look, as a WHITE VAN drives past, taking Alex’s gaze

with it. He places his hand over the top of his motionless

black coffee, the steam swirling up around his hand, which

remains unmoved in the heat.

He lowers his head, cutting himself off, shutting his eyes,

breathing in, the surrounding sounds vacuuming together.

Beat.

He throws himself to his feet, spotlight upon him, stage

lights to the rear, arms flung in the air, opera music

raging, his moment of glory. The RHW’s head slowly turns

round to see the drama, the corner of her eye glistening in

the bright light.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

Alex watches the back of the RHW, his hand dripping

condensed steam, red hot. She sips her coffee, staining her

lips with the pale liquid. Alex, visibly more agitated,

frustrated in himself, lowers his hand ever closer over his

coffee.

A WHITE VAN pulls up slowly outside the coffee shop. Alex

pulls his hand away from his coffee and turns and watches as

it stops between himself and the door. He studies the van,

looking up and along the side to THE DRIVER, who has a short

sharp haircut with the collar of a white shirt poking out

from behind the van door. The Driver’s eyes fixed dead

ahead, Alex turns back to the RHW who sits unmoved.

Alex snaps back, staring intently at The Driver, who

slowly turns his head and stares right back at him, Alex

forced into eye contact. A look that lasts a lifetime.

The Driver is looking down, moving something around in his

hands slowly, Alex straining to identify the object, before

The Driver opens the door, leaving behind whatever was in

his hands on the seat and getting out onto the street. Black

trousers against the white shirt, a thick metal belt buckle

engraved with two bronzed pistols and the edge of a golden

wristwatch glinting from behind his sleeve.

Alex looks over to the RHW, who turns to face The Driver,

Alex following her gaze. The Driver looks back at her, Alex

now flickering his eyes between the two. The Driver turns

his head towards Alex, his eyes piercing through the

window, locking Alex in an unwanted stare,

long, excruciating.

The Driver opens the door and gets out of the van as the RHW

looks up from her coffee and sees him, however returning her

look to herself. Alex follows The Driver’s steps getting

closer and closer to the coffee shop door, his hand almost

on the handle, rising up, ready to turn, his gold watch

blinding Alex viciously.

The Driver enters the coffee shop, Alex braces, gripping the

table forcibly, his knuckles whitening. The Driver turns to

the RHW, who makes a small gesture backwards with her head.

Alex notices this and watches with horror as The Driver

reaches round towards his back, eyes fixated on Alex.

Silence.

Stillness.

Nothing.

The sound of a metal click.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

Alex leaps up and screams forward violently, breaking the

silence, piercing every corner of the space.

Normal noise resumes. Alex watches the RHW sitting in her

chair, drinking her coffee, reality returned the coffee

shop. His eyes shoot over to The Driver, sitting in his van,

unmoved. Back to the RHW, sweat rolling down Alex’s head,

his hands still gripping the edge of the table. She

continues to drink her coffee, everyone continues to drink

their coffee.

Alex looks down, eyes shut, breathing out, loud, filling the

room, no one noticing, before gently releasing his grip on

the table, standing up calmly and making his way over to the

door.

He stops just before he reaches it and looks back over to

his left, towards the back of the coffee shop, away from the

window, where a BLONDE HAIRED WOMEN [BHW] sits, wearing a

BLUE POLKA DOT DRESS.

Alex looks back to the table where the RHW sat. No one is

there. He looks back to the BHW, studying the blue polka dot

dress, each contour, each dot. He smiles to himself, brief,

self-satisfied tightening at the corners of his mouth, as he

shuffles past the empty table by the window, with no RHW,

out onto the street, with no van, where he pulls out a gun

from behind his back, places it to his temple, looks at you,

and shoots.


